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The following psychological interpretation of Shakespeare's
1
The Tempest is unique to articles on the ·same subject which have
appeared in literary journals because it applies a purely Jungian
reading to the characters in the play.

Here each character is

shown to represent one of the archetypes which Jung described in
his book Archetypes

~

the Collective Unconscious.

In giving the

play a psycholo gical interpretation, the action must be seen to
occur inside Prospera's own unconscious mind.

He is experiencing

a psychic transformation or what Jung called the individuation
process, where a person becomes "a separate, indivisible unity or
2
whole" and where the conscious and unconscious are united.
I

Prospero has been exiled from his dukedom at Milan and is
only "master of a full poor cell" (I. ii.l9).

The point of complete

rejection is the signal for the psyche to begin working toward
transformat i on.

The tempest which Prospero raises in the first

scene is an attempt at liberation; it indicates that he is now
ready to reclaim his dukedom and, at the same time, proceed with
1

Alfred Harbage, ed. William Shakespea re The Complete Works
(Tennessee; Ki ngsport Pres s , 1969).
2

"Conscious, Unconscious, and Individuation," The Archetypes of
the Coll ect i ve Unconsc ious, trans . R. F. C. Hull, 4th ed., No. 9
(Princeton, N. J.; Princeton University Press, 1969), p . 275 .
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a transformation process which will unite the disparate parts of
his psyche.

Prospero must, within the span of the play, work

through the entire transformation process because he lost his former
high posi'tion through selfishness and neglect.

Milan has become for

Prospero what Jung called, in speaking of the self, "the treasure
hard to obtain."
If each character in The Tempest represents an archetype which
plays a role in Prospero's transformation, Miranda should be seen
as the anima.
conscious.

She represents the female side of Prospero's un-

The positive function of the anima has been described

by Maria von Franz as that of "putting a man's mind in tune with
the right inner values and thereby opening the way into more pro3
found inner depths." Von Franz explains that an unconscious
female power leads a man to the sanctuary of his own soul.

In

calling Miranda a "cherubin" and saying that she "wast that did
preserve me" (I.ii . l52-153), Prospero identifies in her the
spiritual, guiding qualities of the benign anima.
Miranda's sleep is a visual representation of her role in the
Sleep, according to Jung, indicates trans4
formation and the enjoyment of eternal youth. The story of
transformation process.

Prospero's burden, the loss of his dukedom and his exile, has
3
M. L. von Franz, "The Process of Individuation, " Man and His
Symbols, ed. Carl Jung (New York; Dell Publishing Co~l974):-p. 193.
4

"Concerning Rebirth," Archetypes, p. 136.
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caused the sleep; as Miranda says, "the strangeness of your story
put heaviness in me" (I.ii.303-304).

By admitting that he was

selfishly entrenched in his studies and that because of this he
lost his dukedom, Prospero is honest with himself.

Miranda's

sleep represents the anima's favorable reaction to this honesty;
it represents an unburdening and rejuvenating experience for
Prospero.
It is Prospero's benign anima which has the greatest influence
on his role in the drama.

Prospero's plan is to punish those who

usurped his position; yet, Miranda's softening presence ameliorates
his anger.

Prospero says that Miranda was "infused with a fortitude

from heaven" and raised in him "an undergoing stomach, to bear up/
Against what should ensue" (I.ii.l54).

Prospero's ability to for-

give his brother and Alonso at the end of the play is believable
because this scene establishes that Miranda's presence has been a
reminder of the right inner values.
Because archetypes are positive and negative, the anima can
also account in part for the dramatization of evil in The Tempest.
Jung said that the female side of man's unconscious "may connote
anything secret, hidden, dark ; the abyss, the world of the dead,
anything that devours, seduces and poisons, that is terrifying
5
and inescapable like fate." The "damned witch Sycorax" (I.ii.263)

5
Psychological Aspects of the Mother Archetype," Archetypes,
p. 82.
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is the opposite of the benign anima.

Born in "Argier," or Algiers,

Sycorax had her source in primitive, unconscious, exotic Africa.
This negative anima has great power to keep man in a dark, unawakened state.

Sycorax is an excellent representation of the

dangers which Jung described as lying hidden in the unconscious
because she is a dark and mysterious female power.

She could

control the moon with its connotations of femininity, night, and
the unconscious.

Among her "mischiefs manifold and sorceries

terrible" (I.ii.264) Sycorax imprisoned Ariel in a tree and thereby
demonstrated her ability to confine.

Jung explains that the tree

of the knowledge of good and evil, as well as the serpent, is
6

feminine.

These are motherly elements which can devour as well

as give new birth.

Prospera must resist the negative anima in

order to be transformed.

When he frees Ariel from the tree, he

is dramatizing his resistance to the negative force of the devouring mother and seeking new birth instead.
The danger of the anima is heightened because its negativity
is sometimes hidden.

Even Miranda, for example, portrays qualities

of negation when she defies her father and tries to seduce Ferdinand
into sneaking away from his work.

She says to Ferdinand, "my

father/Is hard at study; pray now rest yourself/He's safe for these
three hours" (III.i.l9-20).
An awareness of the duality of femininity is important to the

6
"A Study in the Process of Individua tion," Archetypes, p. 317.
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successful outcome of Prospero's transformation.

For instance, he

contrives anger at Ferdinand because he knows that resistance will
make the couple more interested in each other.

.

The more Prospero

abuses Ferdinand, the more fascinated Miranda becomes •

.;

Prospero's abusive attitude toward Ferdinand also assists in
synchronizing the events which he manipulates throughout the drama.
Timing is important in this play because a sense of urgency in
dealing with Alonso and the two noblemen is counterbalanced by
an attempt to slow down the too rapid progression of events
between Miranda and Ferdinand.

Miranda's eagerness would destroy

Prospero's carefully worked out plan were Prospero not aware of
her dual nature and prepared to counteract it.
Prospero is so aware of Miranda's tendency to obstruct his
plan that he insists repeatedly that she pay attention while he
tells the story of his exile.
comments:

He interrupts his story with these

"I pray thee mark me," (I.ii.67) "dost thou attend me,"

(I.ii.97) "thou attend'st not," (I.ii.88) "dost thou hear,"
(I.ii.l06).

Conscious knowledge of the archetype's possible

treachery makes Prospero's insistence understandable.

Indeed,

his ability to recognize the duality of all the character s in the
play, all the archetypes which they represent, is conducive with
Prospero' s r ole as the magician.
The image of the eye which al s o occurs in the first act substantiatc ~

Prcspero' s

ac~ lity

to r eco gni ze cruc ial elements.

The

eye is fir s t mentioned i n Ariel's s ong t o Ferdinand which s ays that

6

"of his bones are coral made;/Those are pearls that were his eyes,"
(I.ii.399-400).
;

Coral and pearls are jewels and jewels make up the

treasure of the self which is "hidden in the ocean of the uncon7
scious." The eye Jung equated with consciousness; it is the organ
of perception.

Together the eye and the

je~"els

are a symbol for the

ability to recognize those elements which lead to the self.

Prospera's

own talent for seeing clearly is illustrated immediately after Ariel's
song when he admonishes Miranda to perceive clearly as he does that
Ferdinand is not a spirit but a man who "eats and sleeps and hath
such sense/ As we" (I. ii. 413-414).

He says "the fringed curtain of

thine eye advance" (I.ii.409), indicating that the eye must be uncovered before it can recognize.
Furthermore, Prospera and Miranda have been watching the ship
as it is apparently destroyed.

Prospera's ability to comfort Miranda

is based not only on his knowledge that men and ship are safe.
the appearance of disaster is his plan to regain his dukedom.

Behind
Prospera's

plan can be seen as represented by the ship because, according to Jung,
8

"as a man-made thing it (the ships) stands for a sys tem or method."
The ship brings these men to the island; the island, for Jung,
represents isolation.

Isolation, he explains, "animates the psychic

9

atmosphere"; it causes the unconscious to rise to the surface of the
7

"Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious," Archetypes, p. 24.
8

Psychology and Alchemy, trans. R. F. P. Hull, 2nd ed. , No. 12
New York; Pantheon Books, 1952), p. 192.
9

Ibid • , p • 4 9 •
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conscious mind.

It is in this atmosphere that Prospera's plan is

enacted, and such heightened tension makes it additionally i mportant
that Prospero has the ability to recognize those elements which lead
to the self.
II

Although Ferdinand is not the spirit that Miranda supposes, he
is the first of those who have been immersed in water to appear on
stage, and he is the first who Ariel's enchanting son g bemuses.
Ferdinand's comment that "this music crept by me upon the water"
(I.ii.392) is decisive because, according to Jung, water represents
the unconscious; the unconscious is the mother, and the mother is
10
the water of life. The combination of music and water ,.,hich literally surrounds Ferdinand during this scene connects him with the
unconscious, with transformation, and with an unusual role in the
transformation process.
For Prospero, Ferdinand has associations with the past because
he is from

~iilan

and because of his youth ; but youth also associates

Ferdinand with the future.

Jung considered the child archetype, which

occurs as a child or a young man, to be both "a link to the past" and
11
a symbol of the "potential future."
He said that the child archetype
"anticipates the figure that comes from a synthesis of cons cious and
10

Ibid., p. 68.
11
'~The

Psychology of the Child Archetype," Archetypes, p. 164 .
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12
unconscious elements in the personality."
indicates a union of opposites.

The child archetype, then,

It must be kept in mind, however,

that the child archetype only anticipates; it is a potential, a
possibility.

Ferdinand's function in Prospera's transformation

process is to signify the potential for transformation, the possibility for a resolution of past difficulties.
When Ferdinand enters the third act carrying a log, he is
dramatizing the burden of his father's guilt of usurpation.

Less

obvious is the fact that Ferdinand's burden also dramatizes Prospera's
guilt for neglecting the duties of his dukedom.

The log is not only

a burden of guilt; it is also the burden of an unawakened , untransformed psyche.

Transporting the log indica tes that a change is

imminent, the pa ralyzed or dead nature is moving .

Jung said that

the child arc hetype occurs when a man "may have violently sundered
himself from his original characte r in the interest of some arbi13
trary persona more in keeping l-lith his ambitions . "
Such a pers ona
may at first appear to apply only to Alonso who has lost integrity
in his us urpa tion of Pro s pera' s pos ition, but Prospero fostered
Alonso' s ambit ions through his preoccupation with "secret studie s"
(I.ii.78).

The persona of the student, as well as t he persona

~f

the usurper must be disregard ed durin g the transformation proce s s .

12
Loc. Cit.

13
Ibid. , p. 162.
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Significantly, the play begins after Prospera has already begun
to disregard his former rigidity.

His confession of guilt to Miranda

is obviously the end of a period of self-examination on this point.
The flexibility which Prospera displays during the action which
follows his confession, especially his forgiving Caliban in Act V,
indicates that he is anticipating the assimilation of a higher self.
The energy of the higher self is typified by the child archetype's capacity to endure.

Ferdinand's youth gives him an elastic

strength which enables him to woo Miranda, mourn his father, attempt
to defend himself against Prospera, and perform manual labor.

Ferdinand

even rejects Miranda's suggestion in Act III that he rest while her
father is away.

His response is that "the sun will set before I

shall discharge/What I must strive to do" (III.i.23-24).

The demon-

stration of his ability to work is one way that he can illustrate
his integrity and have a convincingly positive role in Prospera's
transformation.
Seen as the child archetype, Ferdinand's youthful strength
represents Prospera's revitalizing energy.

But that energy is only

potential until it is utilized in the log-carrying scene during
Act III.

~~enever

the child archetype appears, it is in immediate

danger of being repressed by "the negative attitude of the con-

14
scious."

Prospera's false accusation that Ferdinand is a traitor

in Act I, and his admonition that Ferdinand not break Hiranda's

14
"The Child Archetype," Archetypes, p. 168.
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"virgin-knot" in Act IV are contrivances on Prospera's part to
synchronize the events in the drama; but they can also be seen as
the conscious mind controlling the influence of the unconscious.
Prospera's intellect recognizes the unconscious forces of instinct.
When Prospera requires Ferdinand's promise of celibacy until "all
sanctimonious ceremonies may/With full and holy rite be minist'red"
(IV.i.16-17), he is creating a compromise between the conscious
intellect and the forces of instinct.
But, since Ferdinand is a product of the unconscious, his
innate power really is a threat to Prospera.

As Miranda has already

illustrated, an archetype contains both negative and positive energy.
In his essay concerning "The Psychology of the Child Archetype" Jung
15
mentions the appearance of "'unholy' boys of evil significance."
The game of chess illustrates the natural duality of the child
archetype.

A game implies innocence but, when Prospera and Alonso

discover Hiranda and Ferdinand playing, the first words they hear
are "sweet lord you play me false" (V. 1.172).

The juxtaposition of

falsehood and innocence is typical of the archetype:

Jung said that

with the unconscious "destruction is an inescapable part of its
16
play."
The archetype's duality is another reason that Prospera must
restrain Ferdinand and Miranda.

The knowledge of this duality also

justifies his initial accusation that Ferdinand might be attempting
15
Ibid., p. 159.
16
Ibid., p. 168.
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treason.

Prospero must maintain conscious control of archetypal power.

The Tempest dramatizes a conflict between good and evil, just as
the conscious mind struggles to make sense of the positive and negative
forces within the unconscious.
opposites have been unified.

Transformation means that these
Miranda and Ferdinand, as male and

female, are the most obvious image of a reconciliation of opposites
in this play.

Marriage between the two would unify Naples and Milan,

male and female, positive and negative.

In Psychology

and Alchemy

Jung said that the circle which results from the union of male and

17
female is "a stage on the way to the unconscious."

The marriage

between Ferdinand and t1iranda will not of itself bring about transformation, but it does mean that a stage has been reached where one
may enter into the transformation experience.

Jung goes on to say

that the great value of marriage is its ability to unite and that
18
"uniting symbols have a redemptive significance."
Prospero brings
Ferdinand and Miranda together before he forgives Alonso and the
other noblemen because their union provides proof that he really
has been redeemed.

Miranda and Ferdinand are the uniting symbol

which verifies redemption.
But the good which Miranda and Ferdinand help to symbolize is
not always clearly distinguishable.

As has been shmvn, any arc he-

type is infused only with the shadows of good and evil and is

17
Psychology and Alchemy, p. 122.
18
"The Child Archetype," Archetypes, p. 168.
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tinged with the capacity for both destruction and resurrection.
Because of the uncertainty inherent in Hiranda's and Ferdinand's
role in the transformation process, the Ceres-Iris vision which
appears in Act IV makes the theme of transformation work because
it puts the couple into a purely positive context.
releases the

flm.;~

Their union

of natural and spiritual energy which is m ani-

fested in this masque.
The subject. of the masque is harvest; it celebrates the end
of a cycle,

It is fitting, then, for the goddess of the rainbow

and the goddess of reaping to appear.

These mythological figures,

the poetry in closed couplets, the singing, and the theme of celebration are indications that this scene is a ritual, a ceremony
where transformation is enacted.

Where marriage symbolized a

stage on the way to the unconscious, the vision is a sign that the
momentum of transformation is fully advanced.
Ceres is the central figure in the vision and rightly so, for
in order to have a true transformation ritual both death and rebirth
must be represented.

Ceres is the goddess of agriculture which has

the natural cycle of birth and death through planting and harvest.
As the "bounteous lady" of

"~.;~heat,

rye, fetches, oats and pease"

(IV.i.60-61), Ceres represents the positive side of nature or what
Jung called the "Great Hother."

The Great Mother in her positive

form is "all that cherishes and sustains, that fosters growth and

19
fertility";

she is the source of the benign anima which Miranda

19 .
"The Hother Archetype," Archetypes, p . 82.

13

reflects to Prospera; she is the seed goddes s who creates new birth
out of the union of opposites.

The nature imagery in this vision

is pertinent to Prospera's transformation because nature also contains a process of growth and change which now has almost been
completed.
Nature's cycle is a visible level of the cycle of death and
renewal within the human psyche.

When Ceres refers to her daughter

Prosperine, and to Pluto, "that Dusky Dis" (IV.i.89) who abducted
Prosperine into the underworld, she causes the description of
nature's cycle to be replaced in the middle of the vision with an
allusion to death and rebirth in the human psyche.

Since Prosperine

must enter the dark underworld for six months and return to her
mother the other six, her myth is the image of a continuing death
and rene,-Tal.
Furthermore, Prosperine duplicates the idea of the child
archetype who appears as an indication of potential transformation.
Her journey into darkness and return to light illustrates the more
profound significance of child archetypes which are described by
Jung as "bringers of light, that is, enlargers of consciousness, they
overcome uarkness, which is to say that they overcome the earlier
20

unconscious state."

This is why the vision can be seen as an enact-

ment of the moment of transformation; Prosperine will emerge from
the darkness and "Hymen 's torch" will be lighted during the union
20

"The Child Archetype," Archetypes, p. 169.

14

of Miranda and Ferdinand as it already has been for Claribel and
the King of Tunis.

An earlier conscious state will soon be re-

placed with a new and higher one.
A spiritual tone pervades the play during the celebration song
which Ceres and Juno sing to the couple.

Again the imagery of

nature, this time nature's ~rtil~ty, JSrepresented.

Renewal on

a psychological as well as a natural level means that the process
which began with this union of opposites has created positive
results.
Appropriately, the vision occurs in the beginning of Act IV,
just past the midpoint of the drama; the climax of the play has
already occurred with Alonso's realization of guilt.

Dramatic

action has reached a peak and a resolution is begun by the
appearance of these mythological figures.

The vision ends with

dancing nymphs who celebrate the marriage.

The dancer was con-

sidered by Jung to be a variation of the Great

~1other

"in her

21
most innocent state."

The nymph Jung thought of as having

22
connotations of the supernatural.

The dancing nymphs are then a

sumnaticn of all the elements in the vision:

Nature and the

Great Mother, the forces of the unconscious and their positive
manifestation.
III

This positive resolution of transformation energy which was

21
"The Psychological As pects of the Kore," Archetypes, p. 198.

22
Ibid., p. 184.
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generated by the storm in the beginning of the play is determined
dramatically and psychologically by the fact that Prospero is a
magician.

Jung said that in dreams the magician is often the

figure who finds the keys to individuation.

Prospera's dramatic

role is to control events in an attempt to make others realize
their guilt; he prepares them for redemption.

Each character,

even the innocent Ferdinand, must enact the burden of guilt and
realize the need for forgiveness.

Prospera's dramatic role as a

magician is equivalent to the psychological function of the
magician who solves the problem of transformation because he holds
23
the keys "that open the way to individuation."
Prospera's persona
as the magician is fitting because the magician has power from the
unconscious.

Of course man cannot redeem himself and Prospero has

no power as a man to liberate Alonso and the other noblemen from
their guilt.

But as a magician, as a man with supernatural power,

he could forgive as well as enact his own transformation.
But as has been indicated, the rigid persona must be disregarded
or made flexible before the conscious mind can reach the inner self.
The act of forgiveness is a link between Prospero and his higher
self as well as a link to his return to the world of men.

Prospera's

magical power, his understanding of unconscious forces, has provided
him with the means to achieve transformation, but forgiveness allows
him to be among men again.

Prospera's clothes become a visual image

23
"The Concept of the Collective Unconscious," .Archetypes, p. 35.
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of his higher self when, in order to prove his identity, he dresses
as he did in Hilan.

He says to Ariel, "I will disease me, and my-

self present/As I was sometime Milan 11 (V.i. 85-86).
Events have been so synchronized throughout the play that in
Act V, Prospera's change of clothes occurs while a charm is dissolving
from Alonso and his group.

Prospera says that "the charm dissolves

Space," while "the morning steals upon the night': (V.i.64-65); the
lighting of darkness indicates a new consciousness and the beginning of
11

their clearer reason" (V.i.68).

A clearer reason for Alonso and the

other noblemen means that they recognize Prospera and his forgiveness.
When Prospero and Alonso embrace, they create an image of the
resolution of past difficulties.

Prospera says to Alonso, "for

more assurance that a living prince/Does now speak to thee, I
embrace thy body" (V. i.l07-108).

The biblical connotation of the

words "living prince 11 and "body" create a connection between the
act of Christian Communion and the image of the embracing men.
In the traditional Mass. Christ's physical body is symbolically
24
The imperfect,
slain, which 11 brings about the transsubstantiation."
soiled, early body is replaced by the purer spirit body.

The meaning

of the Mass is similar to the meaning of true transformation where the
innnortal in oneself "shakes off the mortal husk and awakens to a life
25
of its own."
24
Psychology and Alchemy, p. 297.
25
"Concerning Rebirth," Archetypes, p. 134.
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The embrace between Alonso and Prospero also signifies that the
two are an integral part of one another.

Alonso's role in the trans-

formation process is to be Prospero' s alter ego.

It is Alonso, in-

stead of Prospero, who receives the full impact of the energy generated by the tempest; it is Alonso who searches for his son in a
state of bereavement and who recognizes his guilt of usurpation.
In experiencing the events which Prospero ini tiates, Alonso dramatizes the emotion involved in transformation.

26
Jung's term for the alter ego is " the other."

He felt that

this "other" helps to prevent an over-identification with the unconscious on the part of one experiencing transformation.
and

~rdinand

Miranda

have a positive role with an inherent negative po-

tential; ironically, Alonso's role is mostly positive because it
protects Prospero from the intense forces of transformation.
Parallels in the lives of these two men will illustrate their
integral association in the transformation process.

IV
Ferdinand, for example, is also the child archetype for Alonso.
And, of course, the close natural relationship between Alonso and
Ferdinand is the thing which gives Alonso's experience on the island
an emotional charge.
Ariel sings that Ferdinand's father lies five fathoms under

26
Ibid. , p. 14 5.
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the sea and that he "doth suffer a sea-change/Into something rich
and strange" (I.ii.401-402).

The setting for the play makes the sea

an important symbol because water's function, as Jung interprets it,
27

is to dissolve all solids and coagulate all liquids.

Since water

also represents the mother, the source of transformation, Alonso's
symbolic journey five fathoms under the sea is a renewal.

In light

of the previous discussion of the positive influence of the child
archetype, Ferdinand is especially important to Alonso because not
only does his presence foretell of transformation, but he is the
light which illuminates the darkness of the unconscious.

Ariel's

song says that Alonso ha s made the symbolic journey into the sea;
Alonso's experience, then, is more poignant than Prospero's or any
other character in the play.

Indeed, he has no choice; he must

undergo transformation.
Alonso's usefulness to Proipero's transformation lies in his
demonstration that the treasure, the self, is obtained through
suffering.

Yet, the positive outcome of Alonso's predicament is

foreshadowed in the very midst of his suffering when he asks in
reference to Ferdinand, whom he considers lost, "what strange
fish/Hath made his meal on thee'' (II.i.l09-110).

Alonso is

alluding to the positive transformation which is symbolized by
28
one's being eaten by a fish.
27

Ibid., p. 140.

28
"Concerning Rebirth," Archetypes, p. 146.
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Jung has said that "who ever looks into water sees his own

29
image."

Alonso does see his own image when Ariel confronts him and

the other noblemen with their past wickedness.

Ariel stuns these

men when he says "remember ••• that you three/From Milan did supplant
good Prospero" (III.iii.68-70).

Alonso's reaction to Ariel's

accusations illustrates the difficulty of seeing one's own image.
He says "the winds did sing it to me; and the thunder/That deep and
dreadful organ pipe" (III.iii.97-98).
of fue confrontation of the self.

Wind and thunder are elements

A culmination of this transfor-

mation energy occurs during the same speech when Alonso says that he
will join his son who, "i' th'ose is bedded" (III.iii.lOO).

This is

the point of Alonso's surrender to forces greater than his personality; after this surrender the more highly evolved personality
"which one always had but which remained invisible, appears to the
30
Thus, when
lesser personality with the force of a t:evelation."
Prospero appears in the last act and embraces Alonso, the greater
and the lesser personalities are united.

Because uniting symbols

have a redemptive value, both men are redeemed.

v
Claribel is another of Alonso's parallels to Prospero and the

29
Ibid., p. 24.
30

"The Hother Archetype," Archetypes, p. 121.
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transformation process.

Like Miranda, Claribel is an anima figure

whose dual nature creates both positive and negative influences on
Alonso.

And, like Miranda, Claribel is associated t-lith marriage

which indicates that Alonso has also reached a stage where a journey
into the unconscious may occur.

Antonio's description of Claribel

as "me that dwells ten leagues beyond man's life" (II. i. 240-241),
connects her with the unknowable unconscious.

~~en

Antonio goes on

to say that Claribel is "she that from whom/We all were sea-s"•allowed"
(II.i.225), the Great Mother can be seen to become a part of Claribel's
role.
Appropriately, Claribel is the Queen of Tunis in Africa where
Sycorax and the dark \"orld of the unconscious have their origin.
The difference between Miranda and Claribel is Claribel's close
association to the negative elements of the anima.

Not since

"widow Dido's time" (II.i.73) has Africa had such a queen as
Claribel, but Dido lost both husband and lover; her myth is full
of death bereavement.

Furthermore, Claribel has \-'edded a black

and is thus more intimately associated with the primitive, unknown
aspects of the anima.

Since Claribel and Hiranda share the anima

role, Claribel is more easily seen as the darkening influence while
Miranda, like Prosperine, is illuminating.
Nevertheless, it is because of Claribel's wedding that Alonso
and his group of noblemen have landed on Prospera's enchanted island.
It was Claribel's wedding which created the possibility of a transformation.

Sebastian's sarcasm is more accurate than he realizes
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when he says that "'twas a sweet marriage, and we prosper well in our
return" (II.i.69-70).

The images of darkness which surround Alonso's

anima can be seen as the source of his wickedness, but the anima is
also the element which generates Alonso's transformation experience.
Such is the dual nature of the female side of man's unconscious.
Still, a wicked king is sterile.

In Jung's discussion of the

psychological symbolism in alchemy, he says that the sterile king
represents man, who was perfect and has become imperfect because

31
he

has forgotten the existence of his own unconscious.

The loss

of his daughter to a distant kingdom and the apparent death of his
son are the first indications that the king himself has caused the
surrounding sterility.

Alonso's exposure to the threat posed by

Antonio and Sebastian is in keeping '"ith this hostile environment.
Notice also that Alonso does not acknowledge Gonzalo's description
of the ideal state in Act II; instead, he says "Prithee no more,
Thou dost talk nothing to me" (II.i.l66).
But the state of darkness "eventually leads to the rebirth
32
In the ancient alchemical texts the
and renewal of the king .••
renewal of the king is often represented by the rebirth of his
dead son.

Alonso's discovery that Ferdinand is alive is the

beginning of his clearer reason and integrated personality .

After

he finds Ferdinand alive, Alonso acknowledges Gonzalo's wisdom

31
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for the first time.

When Gonzalo calls upon the gods to "drop a

blessed crown" on Hiranda and Ferdinand, Alonso says, "I say anen,
Gonzalo" (IV. 1.205).

As will be seen later, the crown rns to do

with psychic wholeness.

The fact that Alonso recognizes the

validity of Gonzalo's blessing means that Alonso himself hss been
restored to wholeness.

VI
While Prospero has the assistance of magic in bringing about
his transformation, Alonso has Gonzalo's assistance in seeing a
way through the difficulties confronted during the search for
renewal.

Gonzalo represents the archetype of the old man which

"always appears in a situation where insight, understanding, good
advice, determination, planning, etc., are needed but cannot be
33
mustered on one 1 s mm resources."
Gonzalo is the only character
among the corrupt Alonso, Sebastian, and Antonio who is totally
beneficent.

His compassion for the king is an important detail

in the positive outcome of the transformation process, for the
wise old man has power just as the magician has power and can
give directions after all seems lost.
Gonzalo's role is illustrated during the first scene of the
second act.

He opens this scene with an appeal to reason by

saying to Alonso that "our hint of woe/Is common."

(II.i.3).

Gonzalo attempts to make Alonso see that he must not mourn
33
"The Phenorr.onology of the Spirit in Fairytales," Archetypes,
p. 216.
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Ferdinand until the boy is known to be dead.

Gonzalo's tone is the

familiar but ,.,ise one of moderation.
Such moderation counterbalances the senseless wit and cynical
remarks which Antonio, Sebastian, and Adrian exhibit during this
scene.

These three men are those elements of sterility which

surround the wicked king.

Gonzalo refutes their perversity.

When Sebastian says that Ferdinand's death is Alonso's fault,
Gonzalo answers with "you rub the

sore/~<lhen

you should bring the

plaster" (II.i.l34-135) and identifies both Sebastian's cruelty
and Alonso's need of succor, while suggesting his own curative
nature.
Because of his beneficent role in the transformation process,
it is not surprising that Gonzalo makes an issue of several of the
transformation images which occur in the drama.

He observes that

their garments are "as fresh as when we put them on first in
Afric" (II.i.67-68).

Africa and the unconscious, the sea and its

transforming pO\ver are both alluded to here.
Gonzalo's description of the ideal state also occurs in this
scene.

In the only speech in the play which corresponds in theme

to the Ceres-Iris vision, Gonzalo says "nature should bring forth/
Of its own kind, all foison, all abundance/To feed my innocent
people" (II.i.l58-160).

Gonzalo's remarks indicate a spiritual

moment because they describe the unifying symbol of the
City."

·~other

Jung quotes a description of the "Mother City" in Psycholo gy

and Alchemy.

It

appears "in the manner of a ship laden with all good
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things, and in the manner of a field, filled or planted with every
kind of tree, and in the manner of a city, filled with all races of

34
mankind.''

The wholistic city is the perfect state and is repre-

sented both historically and psychologically by the crown.

The

crown which Gonzalo calls upon in the last act connotes politica l
and personal wholeness through the new fertility of Miranda and
Ferdinand.

The idea of the state is also linked to the image of

the ship which has been shown to represent Prospera's plan for
regaining Milan, and

~lilan

is like the "Mother City" in that it

is a treasure hard to obtain.
Further in the second act Gonzalo saves Alonso's life when he
awakens in time to see Sebastian and Antonio draw their swords on
the sleeping king .

Intervention and sustenance are the basic function

of the archetype, especially for that of the wise old man who usually
appears during the crucial moment.
crucial moment in The Tempest.

But Gonzalo intervenes at another

Prospera would not be the magician

he is during the play had not Gonzalo supplied him with his library
before Prospera was exiled.

Prospera explains to Miranda that

Gonzalo "for his gentleness/KnmV"ing I loved my books, he furnished
me/From mine own library with volumes that/I prize above my dukedom" (I.ii.l65-168).

Jung has said that s tudying a book represents
35
the process of "augmenting ••• knowledge and consciousne ss."
Alonso

and Prospera have, then, another paralle l in the beneficent role
34
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which Gonzalo has taken in their behalf.

Unlike Alonso, Prospero

has eyes to recognize this beneficence and refers to Gonzalo as
"honest lord" (III. iii. 33), "0 good Gonzalo/Hy true preserver"
(V. 1.68-69), and "holy Gonzalo, honorable man" (V.i. 96).
The extent of the spiritual nature of the old man archetype
is not visible in the plot of the drama until Alonso and the two
noblemen recognize their guilt.

At this moment Gonzalo calls

upon the "suppler joints" to protect the three men "from what
this

ecstasy/~1ay

provoke them to" (III.iii.l08-109).

Jung said

that when one confronts a problem he cannot solve, he is spiritually
deficient and that "the spirit in the shape of a man •• • compensates
this state of spiritual deficiency by contents designed to fill the
36
gap."
Gonzalo has accompanied Alonso's group as they wander about
the island and has constantly filled the moral gap created by s enseless and irnr.toderate action

to~ith

his simple purity of motive.

By

this time these men are made to feel the terror of Ariel's accusation,
they are in a spiritual vacuum and Gonzalo is compelled to pray for
their safety.

As Gonzalo s ays, "their great guilt/Like poison given

to work a great time after/Now gins to bite the s pirits " (III.iii.lOS-106).
VII
While Gonzalo is the guid e t-lho, after the transformation proces s
has begun, gives advice, compensates for spiritual deficiency, and

36
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points the way, another character in The Tempest stimulates the
progression of events in the transformation process.

Ariel makes

. dramatic action; he represents an aspect of the spirit archetype
37
which Jung described as "an active, winged self-moving being."
Unlike Gonzalo, whose spiritual nature connotes morality, Ariel
is pure spirit; he is a life force which is neither divine nor
evil.

The character of Ariel is in keeping with Jung's descrip38
tion of spirit as "the dynamic principle."
Creativity is the major function of the spirit archetype.

According to Jung, man "himself did not create the spirit, rather
39
Prospero's magical power greatly
the spirit makes him creative."
depends upon his control of this little spirit .
Although Prospero determines what Ariel's conjuration will
be, Ariel is left to interpret Prospero's orders in a vastly
creative manner.

After all, Ariel is able "to fly/To swim, to

dive into the fire, to ride/On the curled clouds'' (I.ii.l90-192).
The scene on board the burning ship demonstrates the pure energy
behind Ariel's creative ability .

As fire Ariel

~..ras

"on the beak/

Now in the waist, the deck, in every cabin" (I.ii.l96-197).
37
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explaining the four elements, Jung said that fire represents the
40
"spirit concealed in matter."
He said that the image of fire appears
during spiritual agony and brings "succour and the completion of the

41
work."

Fire in the ship indicates that Prospera's plan is about to

be consummated.

The play dramatizes the resolution of Prospera's

agony and the completion of his work.
But creativity is happiest in an atmosphere of freedom.

Almost

immediately in the play Ariel reminds Prospera of his promise to
free him.

Prospera rejects Ariel's request "before the time be

out" (I.ii.246); instead, he reminds Ariel of Sycorax and her darkness.

In the first act Prospera has still to contend with the

forces of darkness which Sycorax represents, for it was Sycorax
who imprisoned Ariel, and it is imprisonment in the form of e<ile
that Prospera himself struggles against.

Freedom cannot be had

until the plan, the process of transformation, has been worked
through.

Neither Ariel nor Prospera can be free before the time

is out.
The motif of freedom versus confinement dominates the first
act of The Temp est; even Caliban complains of being controlled.
Besides these obvious indications that the idea of freedom is
important to the plot of the drama, a submerged symbol of freedom
is repeatedly referred to by Prospera; that symbol is the number
40
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twelve.

For twelve years Ariel was imprisoned in the tree; for

twelve years Prospera has been on the island; a full year,

t~1elve

months, Prospera promised to "bate" Ariel; and Prospera threatens
to imprison Ariel for another twelve months.

Jung said that "the

number twelve is presumably a time symbol, with the subsidiary
meaning of the twelve labors that have to be performed for the
42
unconscious before one can get free."
Ariel's creativity, then,
is a tool in Prospera's labor for freedom and transformation.
t-Tithin the context of this play twelve symbolizes freedom, but it
is a freedom which is gained after a period of confinement.
Another cycle is created by this process of working through
confinement toward freedom.

Since the number twelve is a time

symbol, the labors to be performed for the unconscious are simply
a way of telling time.

Thus, as the cycle closes and time grows

short, a sense of urgency haunts Prospera's directions to Ariel.
Ariel is constantly warned to be quick; he is told not to dally;
the time is "t,vixt six and now" (I. ii. 240).
It is appropriate to associate Ariel with time because he is
movement itself or the dynamic principle.

In letting Ariel out of

the tree, Prospera took action a gainst inertia, for exile put
Prospero outside of the normal course of time.
Although Ariel appears as a kind of effervescence, the light
spirit of movement, his presence in the drama is absolutely necessary
42
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to Prospera's efforts to be freed and transformed.

In his discussion

of the phenomenon of the spir it, Jung said that it gives man an
43
"unexpected and impro hab le pmver to succeed."
Ariel is an unexpected
and improbable

po~1er;

therefore, he is of the nature of the psyche.

He is too delicate to obey Sycorax's "earthy and abhorred commands"
(I.ii.273).

Sycorax's power, as well as the power which Prospera has

over everything except Arie l, consists of a special rapport with the
forces of nature.

Ariel, looked at through Jung's descript i on of
44

the spirit ar chetype, is "vastly superior to the life of nature."
Arie l must refuse Sycorax's commands and resist Prospera's influence
because he has a nonhuma n essence which, in comparison to nature, is
supremely superior.
or else it

~vo uld

This must be the case with the spirit archetype

not be able to creat e or spur creat i vity in an

intelligent and purpos e ful manne r as Ariel does .
Ar iel's super iority is even mor e evi dent in light of Jung ' s
remark tha t "the hallmarks of the spirit are, firstly, the principle
of spontaneous movement and .activity; s econdl y, the spontaneous
capacity t o produce images independently of sense perception; and
45
thirdly, the autonomous and sovereign manipulation of t hese i mages . "
Ariel illus tra t es a ll of the se a ttributes and is, t hus , more akin to
the mytholog i cal elements of the Ceres-Iris vision than t o Sycorax or
43
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Prospera.

With these qualities, the spirit archetype is easily the

major factor in the actual transforming experience; indeed, Gonzalo
and Ferdinand, the old man and the child archetype, can be seen as
subsidiary forces of the spirit archetype.
Jung says that the spirit archetype often appears in the form
of the old man and that the child is frequently the figure within

46
the psyche which asks to be shown the way.

The co-mingling of the

roles of the old man, the child, and the spirit parallels the subjective cooperation between Ariel, and Ferdinand, and Gonzalo.

When

he sings to Ferdinand and awakens Gonzalo, Ariel stimulates this
cooperation.

Characteristically the archetype's cooperation takes

the form of intervention:

Ferdinand intervenes to foretell of

Prospera's potential change and Gonzalo intervenes to save Alonso.
Yet the spirit is most responsible for these interventions because
47

it las what Jung called "original autonomy";
the idea of intervention.

i t is the source of

Although Prospera directs Ariel's

dramatic role , Ariel has the original creative power and can set
the old man and the child archetype into motion.
Yet, as with all forces from the unconscious, Ariel displays
duplicity.

Although he is superior to nature and too delicate to

obey Sycorax, Ariel is neither good nor evil.

He remains with

Prospera because he owes a term of service, not because of an
altruistic concern.

In Jung's words, "it can never be established

46
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with one-hundred-per-cent certainty whether the
dreams are morally good.

spirit-figur~

in

Very often they show all the signs of
48

duplicity, if not outright malice."

Ariel's desire to be free of

Prospero at the beginning of a most important period in Prospera's
life is a hint of his darker side.
VIII
Caliban is a curious outcast among these characters.

His role

appears to be a purely negative one for he seems to have no part in
the transformation process.

But Caliban's psychological function is

so complex as to make him the most colorful and interesting character
in the play.

He represents the archetype of the trickster-figure

which, when it appears in the individual psyche, is called the
shadow.

As Jung says, "the trickster is a collective shadm.r figure,
49

a summation of all the inferior traits of character in individuals."
The trickster-figure is closely associated Hith the dark and primitive
past.

Jung explains that the qualities of the trickster "make

Mercurius seem like a daemonic being resurrected from primitive
50
times, older than the Greek Hermes."
Similarly, Caliban is the
son of the dead witch Sycorax and is the original inhabitant of
Prospera's island.

Caliban's dark past and the influence which it

has had upon his present character is something that Prospero contends
48
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with throughout the transformation process.
In his essay concerning "The Psychology of the Trickster-Figure"
Jung placed the first traceable appearance of this trickster-figure
at the carnivals which were held in the Medieval Church.

Fool's

Holidays, which reversed the hierarchal order of the Church by
creating Fool's Popes as well as Fool's Rishops and Fool's
Cardinals, were celebrated inside the church by the common people.
In describing these holiday scenes Jung quotes a letter written in
1444 which reads :

"In the very midst of the divine services mas-

queraders with grotesque faces ••• performed their dances, sang indecent songs, ••• ate their greasy food, got out their games of dice,
burned stinking incense, ••• and ran and hopped about all over the

51
church."

Jung felt that these mock ceremonies illustrated the

character of the trickster-figure and that man has always held
some aspect of the trickster-figure within his own psyche.
Caliban looks and acts like the masqueraders from the Fool's
Holiday.

He is a "freckled whelp," a "mooncalf," and a "monster"

(II.ii.ll4.109.141).

The intrusion of such a figure as Caliban into

the transformation process indicates, as does the Fool's Holiday,
that the animal nature is present even in the highest form of the
human psyche.
The trickster-figure turns traditional order into the base and
obscene.

Caliban does this by reversing the meaning of transformation

51
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images which occur in the play.

For example, the log which indicated

transportation or psychic transformation in the beginning of Act III
becomes a murder '"eapon when Caliban refers to it.

He says to

Stephano, "with a log/Batter his skull" (III. ii. 86-87).

When used

in reference to Caliban, the fish no longer has connotations of
rebirth; it is only the source of a repulsive smell.

Trinculo

says that Caliban "smells like a fish; a very ancient and fishlike
smell" (II.ii.25).

And, instead of having their garments washed by

the transforming sea, Caliban and his two companions "dance to their
chins in the foul lake" of horse piss (IV. ii.l83).
These reversals mean that Caliban represents the antithesis to
revitalization.

He is the son of the "damned witch Sycorax"

(I. ii. 264) whose powers even f.rospero could not match :- Ca11ban was

---

"got by the devil himself."

Hith these dark origins it is natural

for Caliban to counteract the flow of positive energy by setting up
obstacles which would make the final transformation a goal hard to
attain.
Usurpation is the obstacle to transformation in this play.

The

episode in which Caliban, Stephano, and Trinculo attempt to overpower Prospero illustrates the trickster-figure's involvement with
obstruction.

Caliban plans to kill Prospero and comes close to doing

so except that he is frustrated by his stupid and drunken compa nions
who can actually be seen as his

o~m

shadow.

The obstacle to trans -

formation \.rhich Caliban' s plot creates as well as the obstacle which
Stephano and Trinculo create for Caliban show that Caliban is
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surrounded by obstruction.
obstruction.

He simultaneously creates and confronts

This is characteristic of the trickster who harms him-

self lvhile trying to harm others.
Prospero startles the dancing

n)~phs

from the Ceres-Iris vision

with his recollection that Caliban has plotted against him.

The

spiritual high point in the play is juxtaposed to the moral and
physical low point because , in the scene which follows the vision,
Ariel describes the incident in which Caliban, Stephano, and
Trinculo are led into a pool of horse piss.
and Ariel set dogs upon the three

~en

After this Prospero

and drive them away.

Jung

recalled that the dog is the origin of the appearance of Mephistopheles
52
in Goethe's Faust, and indicates the presence of evil.
Prospera's use
of the dogs to frighten the three men means that he has command of
the forces of evil and has overcome a situation which threatens the
success of his plan.

But Jung also said tha t the "miraculous dog"

is sometimes among the gifts which the old ~an gives to those Mho
53
need to be shown the t-ray; the dog has the instinct for knmving the
unconscious.

Appropriately the lm·rest point in the drama is also

the scene out of which transfor mation arises.
Caliban, Stephana, and Trinculo are the most chaotic characters
in the play.

Yet their unexpected intrusion into the transforming
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events only reflects the base nature of anyone who acts without
civilized reasoning.
levels in The Tempest.

Usurpations have been attempted on other
Prospera was sent into exile because he

was overthrown by Antonio, his brother, and Alonso, King of Naples;
Alonso was himself nearly a victim of usurpation.

The most highly

civilized people, t he representatives of kingship, are corrupt,
just as the nurturing archetype is tinged with a foreboding darkness.
Jung says in his essay on the trickster-figure that the primitive
and the civilized are a necessary "expression of the polaristic
54

structure of the psyche."

The result of this polarization is at

best the development of the power to discriminate, the emergence
of moral standards and the creation of civilization.
Discrimination is an obvious motif here because Caliban demonstrates an inability to make logical choices.
he mistakes Stephana for a god.

He is so inept that

Characteristic of a trickster, he

even distorts the gift of language .

He says to Miranda, "you

taught me language , my profit on 't/Is, I know how to curse"
(I.ii.363-364).

Caliban ' s attemp t to r ape Hiranda and his in-

tention to give her to Stephana indic a tes that he, like the
trickster, has no understanding of moral judgment.

When Trinculo

and Caliban hide under the gaberdine where Stephana mistakes them
for a monster, the distortion of r eason and order has been epitomized .
54
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Yet Caliban's crime is that of ignorance; he is as the trickster:
55
"a simpleton who is fooled or cheated."
IX

But the noble Antonio and Sebastian are guilty of the iwmoral
use of reason; their crime is treachery.

Antonio shows his lack

of scruples when he says that "twenty consciences/That stand 'twixt
me and Milan, candied by they/And melt, ere they molest" (II.i.273274).

Jung maintained that everyone has a "secret attraction and
56
fascination" for the experiences of the trickster-figure. Notice
that Antonio and Sebastian remain unchanged at the end of the drama.

Prospero must keep them in check with a threat to tell Alonso of their
attempt on the king's life.

That these two men remain unchanged indi-

cates the persistent attraction human nature has for the experience of
the trickster and reiterates the fact that everyone has a shadow.
Yet Caliban does change at the end of the play because his
negativity has been stopped, and his higher nature reveals itself.
Jung said that "instead of acting in a brutal, savage, stupid, and
senseless fashion, the trickster's behavior totvard the end of the
57
Hhile Prospera is being
cycle becomes quite useful and sensible."
transformed, Caliban is being civilized--an important parallel in
55
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the total transformation of the psyche.
This higher nature of Caliban's is momentarily exposed when he

-.

reassures Stephano and Trinculo that the noises on the island are
harmless.

The short speech he makes in explanation of these myster-

ious noises contains similar transformation imagery to the song
which Ariel sang to Ferdinand.

Caliban says that:

Sometimes a thousand tHangling instruments
Will hum about mine ears; and sometime voices
That, if I then had waked after long s leep,
Will make me s leep again, and then i n dreaming ,
The clouds methought would open and shmv riches
Ready to drop on me, that, \vhen I waked,
I cried to dream again.
(III.ii.l34-140).
In Ariel's song the riches were je\vels which referred to the
self.

In Caliban's speech the treasure is shown him during sleep.

Where Hiranda and Alonso have sleeps which indicate some spiritual
turning point, Caliban's reference to sleep indicates his innate
spirituality and s upports the idea of his eventual change.

Caliban

is one of the few characters in the play to whom the riches are
actually shown.

He is, then, more important than he might at first

appear.

Jung describes the tricks ter as "a primitive 'cosmic'
58
being of DIVINE-AND1AL nature."
This strange combination of divine
and animal can be seen as the most revealing archetype represented
in The Temp est because he s hows hmv powerful the negative aspec ts ·
of the psyche can be.

Caliban is additionally important because he

brings the negativity of the unconscious to a conscious level.
58
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Jung maintained that "everything depends upon the development of con59

sciousness,"
~

'

_developed consciousness.
Prospera sets both Ariel and Caliban free when the transformation

1

•

Caliban is an effort in the direction of a more highly

process is over but . not until he says of Caliban, " this thing of darkness !/Acknowledge mine" (V.i.275-276).
acknowledges

Steph~no

and Trinculo.

Notice that Alonso also

Caliban is as intimate a part

of Prospera's unconscious as are Miranda and Sycorax.

Indeed, Jung

felt that the shadow was the first element encountered in an examination of the personal unconscious and that the anima was directly
60
behind the shadow.
Caliban's function in the transformation is
not just to represent the animal nature in man, create obstacles
or reverse images; he also "holds the earlier low intellectual and
moral level before the eyes of the more highly developed individual
61
so that he shall not forget how things looked yesterday. :r
Caliban
creates perspective because, as has been shown, he reflects Prospera's
dark and primitive past.

The details in the play which connect Caliban

with the earth support the idea that he is an image of consciousness
while it was in its earliest beginnings.

Caliban's talents lie

solely in his knowledge of the things of nature on the island.

He

could teach Prospera of "the fresh springs, brine-pits, barren place
59
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and fertile" (I.ii.338).

Caliban's carrying Prospera's wood and

building his fire means that the source of his usefulness is in
the earth.
More evidence for the idea that Caliban reflects this early
state of consciousness is the bestial imagery which surrounds him .
For example, Caliban and his two companions insult each other with
animal names during an argument in Act III, scene iii.

These names

are "jesting monkey," "ignorant monster," "lieing dog," and
"deboshed fish."

Earlier Caliban alludes to being treated like a

pig when he says to Prospera, "here you sty me" (I. ii. 342).
is also called a cat and a tortoise.

Caliban

Prospera suggests that he is

littered instead of born.
Jung considered each of these animals to represent an aspect of
the unconscious as has already been shown with the dog and the fish.
The pig he felt us ually represented the unconscious; the cat represents the Great Hother, and the tortoise was an alchemical instrument
associated

~-lith

beneficence and transformation.

These animals tmuld

indicate that Caliban is indeed that undifferentiated mixture of unconscious elements.

He is capable of both spirituality and amorality.

As was indicated earlier, discrimination through consciousness is the
only thing through which he can evolve.
Prospero cannot f orget how things looked yesterday because
Caliban's earthiness creat es an antithetical parallel to the powers
of the magician.

Caliban is lesser than the magician because his

power is based upon the static and unchanging earth.

On the other

40

hand, Prospero bids goodbye at the end of the play to the ability to
call forth the mutinous winds, to setting war betHeen the sea and sky
and to giving thunder fire.

The magician overcomes the disruptive

influence of the trickster because he has conscious, discriminating
intelligence combined

'~ith

power from the unconscious.

The trickster-

figure is bound to be overcome but his resistance makes consciousness
sharper by reminding it of its past and of the polarities inherent in
the unconscious.
X

The concept of resistance is an important element in understanding the archetype and its function in Prospero's transformation .

As

the magician, Prospero has the special sense which allows him to use
the archetypes to his advantage.

But the archetype resists complete

cooperation with the cons cious mind, even though it invariably
appears during a transformation process.

Prospero himself admits

in the beginning of the play that his "zenith doth depend upon/A
most aus picious s tar" (I. ii.l81-182).
Yet his attempt at trans formation is inevitable because the
circumstances in which ,.,e see him at the beginning of the play place
him at an impasse.

He can neither return to the past nor proceed

with the future unless he confronts the forces of transforma tion as
they are represented by the characters in t he play .
Prospero's period of exile on the island is spent in secret
study which is similar to what Jung called incuba tion in the "secret

41
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cavity" of the cave.

This is a period in which one becomes prepared

for the storm of transformation energy.

The tempest t-lhich begins the

play is particularly interesting in light of Jung's essay concerning
63
a "Study in the Process of Individuation" \-There a storm at sea is
considered the beginning of an actual transformation experience.
The psychic transformation or individuation process \-lhich began
with Prospera's exile from

~Ulan

t-lould seem to be completed with the

release of the ship, which indicates that Prospera's plan is finished.
It would appear that the return to

~!ilan

beginning and creates a full circle.

brings the play back to its

Yet the play ends before Hilan

is actually reached, and the uncertain tone of Prospera's last words
cannot be considered a positive indication that the transformation
process is over.

The words "my ending is despair/Unless I be re-

lieved by prayer" (V.i.lS-16) indicate that Prospera feels t hat he
has still not reached t he point of "indivisible unity. "

The fact

that Shakespeare ends the play before Milan is reached is in keeping
with Jung's feeling that he had never witnessed the total completion
of an individuation process.

In fact, Jung felt tha t psychic trans-

formation was probably not completely finished until after death.
62

"Collective Unconscious," Archetypes, p. 135.
63
Found in Archetypes.
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